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Ab.lmcl-Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) deliver network 
sernces including Internet connectivity, emergency response com
munications, and ceUuIar traffic omoading. Network planning 
plays an increasingly important role in ensuring quality of 
service for such heterogeneous services. Simplicity, usability 
and accuracy of a model are three elements common to a 
successful model for network planning. Whilst research has been 
undertaken to model the mEE 802.11 MAC protocol with good 
accuracy, these models take a packet centric view thns increasing 
the model complexity and restrletlng their nsefulness in network 
plaoning. We present a novel goodpot distribution model for 
mEE 802.11 WMNs requiring only topology information and 
derived specifically to be beoelicial to network plaoning. Anal
ysis shows the model provides accurate estimation of goodput 
distn1mtiODS and correctly identifies staning links in a variety 
of topologies. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Wrreless mesh networks (WMNs) are a promising technol
ogy for next generation wireless networks and provides high 
performance, easy-to-deploy network connectivity service [I]. 
WMNs have many attractive characteristics, including low
cost deployment and maintenance [2], robustness and self
management functionality [3]. For the last decade, WMNs 
based on WLAN architecture have become popular in homes, 
schools, and airports due to the ease of installation and use. 

Arguably, the deployment of WMNs is sufficiently simple 
that planning the placement of mesh node is not normally 
required. However, new services and applications are increas
ingly being deployed over WMNs such as smart grid and 
cellular traffic offtoading that were not otiginally intended 
to be carried over WMNs [4]. These new uses have certain 
performance requirements (Quality of Service - QoS) which 
spawned renewed interest in network planning for WMNs. 

The goal of network planning is to desigu a network that 
meets the needs and performance requirements of both the 
subscriber and network operator [5]-[9]. The first step of 
planning in WMNs is to establish an accurate and realistic 
goodput model that represents the critical factors influencing 
the network performances (such as topology etc.). A measure 
that takes into acconnt these critical factors is goodput distri
bution which refers to the maximum achievable data rate of 
each link in a given WMN. 

For WMNs using the IEEE 802.11 media access control 
(MAC) protocols, the goodput relies heavily on the efficiency 
of the MAC. Most existing models of IEEE 802.11 MAC 

protocols assume ideal carrier sensing scenarios and cannot be 
applied directly to non-ideal carrier sensing scenarios. While 
some of these models have been reworked for non-ideal carrier 
sensing, ouly a few models study goodput distribution and 
starvation nnder non-ideal settings. 

Existing models for goodput distribution require detailed 
packet level information such as packet arrival patterns, prob
abilistic measures of transmission/collision and flow level 
details, most of which are unknown during the planning phase 
[10]-[13]. A goodput distribution model that is a function 
of node placement dislauces, layout and geometry is highly 
desirable. Such a model provides a more realistic reflection of 
the information available to the network planner. 

The key contribution of tltis paper is a new model for 
predicting the goodput distribution of individual links and for 
identifying link starvation in a WMN, which has been vali
dated through extensive simulation across different topologies. 
Our goodput distribution model integrates two main factors 
central to QoS: the effect of carrier sensing mechanism and 
mesh node placement (topology). These factors are deemed 
critical because carrier sensing mechanism controls available 
channel capacity for each node and topology captnres the 
cascading effect of carrier sensing mechanism between mesh 
nodes. A salient featnre of our model is that it can be directly 
integrated into Geographical Information System (GIS) tools 
for WMN planning. 

Our model focuses on non-ideal carrier sensing condition 
that manifests as the so-called ''border effect" which signif
icantly degrades the QoS. Border effect refers to the severe 
unfairness caused by the existence of border links [14]. These 
border links are out of each other carrier sensing range and 
ouly have neighbooting links on one side. They experience 
less contention and are more likely to transmit more packets 
than the middle links that have neighbouring links on both 
sides. Iu tltis case, some links between the border links may 
experience goodput starvation. 

The rest of tltis paper is organized as follows. Section II 
summarises the related work and motivates the need for a 
goodput distribution model for WMN planning. Section ill 
introduces a simple method to calculate the goodput of indi
vidual links given a linear topology. Section IV presents the 
simulation results followed by the conclusion in Section V. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Most IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol models focus on mod
elling the goodput of the network under ideal carrier sensing 
conditions. The classic IEEE 802.11 MAC model is derived 
under ideal conditions and this started from Bianchi's mod
els [IS], [16] and Cali's model [17]. Both Bianchi's and Cali's 
models are based on the single-hop wireless networks. The 
model proposed by Bianchi et al. computed throughput using 
basic and hybrid carrier sensing mechanisms with the as
sumption of saturated sources, finite nodes, and ideal channel 
condition (i.e. no hidden nodes and captore [18]). 

Besides the models proposed for the ideal scenarios, several 
stodies have contriboted to better understanding of the effect of 
non-ideal carrier sensing mechanisms on goodput in multi-hop 
wireless uetworks [19]-[24]. Multi-hop wireless networks are 
much different from single-hop networks because in the carrier 
sensing aspect because not all nodes in multi-hop networks 
are within each other's carrier sensing range. Recent papers 
[25], [26] show that the hidden node problem causes a cascade 
effect which reduces the throughput in multi-hop networks 
significantly below the capacity provided by the physical layer. 

Ng et al. [22] conducted experiments to determine whether 
network performance in multi-hop wireless networks is limited 
by hidden nodes or carrier sensing mechanisms. They observed 
that the efficacy of carrier sensing depends on the number 
of active nodes within the physical carrier sensing range and 
the total transmission time occupied by these active nodes. 
Zeng et al. [23] analysed the effect of the basic mechanism 
in multi-hop scenarios and showed that it is sufficient to tune 
the (i) contention window size, and (ii) physical carrier sensing 
range of the device to achieve maximum throughput. However, 
these models oversimplify network topology and thus cannot 
identify anomalies such as starvation. 

In terms of identifying starvation, some researchers have 
stodied the border effect and unfairness in wireless networks. 
Mathilde et al. revealed that the unfairness in IEEE 802.11 
wireless networks is caused by the border effect [14]. They 
investigated the behaviours of wireless links in small and large 
one-dimensional and two-dimensional networks, and provided 
a general characterisation of fairness bot didn't address good
put distribution. 

A few researchers have developed model to study both 
starvation and goodput distribution based on the network 
topology [10]-[13]. Garetto et aI. [10] extended Bianchi's 
model to calculate the per-flow throughput under the assump
tion that the flow level statistics of all nodes in the network 
is are known. However, it is not realistic to provide detailed 
flow level information of all nodes and it is difficult to use 
this model in the planning stage because ouly topology and 
configuration parameters are known at the network planoing 
stage. 

Other models using an approach similar to Garetto's have 
since appeared in the literature [13], [27], [28]. The common 
denominator among these models is the introduction of addi
tional state variables to track the state of the channel. Since 

these state variables are dependent of its neighbouring links' 
statea, iterative computation must be used to calculate the 
throughput distribution. Even though these models provide a 
good estimate of link throughput, the computation complexity 
is very high even for sma11 networks due to iterative com
putations and to date none of the mentioned models have 
documented use in network planning. 

III. ANALYTICAL GOODPUT MODEL 

In this section, we analyse the behaviour of IEEE 802.11 
WMNs and then derive our goodput distribotion model and 
show its usage with an example. The goodput distribotion 
model is premised on several assumptions (listed next) for 
analytical tractability. 

A. Assumptions 

Generally, the goodput of a link in IEEE 802.11 WMNs 
depends on several factors spanning the physical layer and 
the MAC layer. We make four assumptions to simplify the 
analysis as follows. 

(i) Nodes are configured with identical parameters and sat
urated traffic is assumed. 

(ii) A single-channel single-radio WMN for all nodes. 
(iii) The distance between two border links always exceed 

the carrier sensing range. 
(iv) Capture effect and packet losses caused by collision are 

igoored. 

B. Analysis of WMN behaviour 

Th analyse the behaviour of IEEE 802.11 WMN s, we define 
several variables to facilitate the discussion. The symbols for 
these variables together appear with a brief explanarion in 
Table. I. 

Symbol 

E 
Re. 
Pb 
Pid 
Pt 
lS(i) 
t(i) 
dZ,i 
X(i) 
dL,B 
dR,B 
d 
D 
Go (i) 
Gp(i) 

TABLE I 
NOTATION: SYMBOLS AND THEIR MEANING. 

Explanadon 

Complete set of links in a WMN 
Carrier sensing range 
The probability that the channel is busy sensed by a link. 
The probability that the channel is idle sensed by a link 
The probability that a link is transmitting packets 
The independent set the links out of ReB of a given link i 
The conflict set: the links within Res of a given link. i 
The distance between a link l and a link i 
The number of links in the 18(i) 
The distance between a link and the left border link 
The distance between a link and the right border link 
The inter-link. distance interval 
The distance between two border links 
The optimistic estimate of goodput for a link i 
The pessimistic estimate of goodput for a link i 

Definition 1. Independent set: Let E derwte the complete set 
of links in a WMN. For a tagged link i in E. the independent 
set, 

IS(i) = {I E E \ {i} I d.,i > Res}. (I) 



is the diswnc(!' hl!lH"('el1 link 1 (1111} link;, is 
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O"linition 2. Conflict set: The 
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set link i, 
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i,\" Ihe diytaJ1Ci! thi! distance between Nnk I cuu! 

range and it is dear that 
E. 

Por a Unk i. the channel can be :sen:sed to be in one of 
tnree states l busy, idle, transmuslon}. defined as follows: 

Definition 3. busy: "dum any other nodes ,)'ithin its carrier 

n:mge (m! 

Ilefinition 4. mit!: t.:l1cn llil not/px 'within if> 

the link are not tm,!IsIJsittillg IlO."ke,ts. 

Definition 5. traflsmision: the 

Three vartables, Pl>. Pid, and Pf refer to the of the 
channel state sensed by a link, From the pelrspective 
of a link i. the Po p, {lid 1 holds 
any time With these variables. we a 
~cemlrio With border effect tn 1, 

nle links L I and L3 in I are the two border links 
that ore eaeh other's while 1/1 is in the middle 

uf both L 1 and L:t By the definition of 
the conflict set of link of [, I. liz, and f.~ 

while their independent set is {I] 
the of the for L2 is greater 

than E 1 Hnd t~{t {/2 wiU ~f]~ the channel s1a~e u~ husy nWrt: 
fre,qu,mtly than Ll and Dl. We expect L2 to achieve lower 

L1 

U 

U 

2 illustrates the channei stale sensed each link for 
me "",mplc scellario. The links I. I and La arc or 

C~1(:h other tlHl<i cannot sense each other's mmSmissIQll. 
Since L2 is dependent on U and f.:l, 1.2 can Inmsmll 
when both L J and La remain in backoff for a certain 
Therefore, the Ph, 1't, and l'id of 1.1 and [,:\ are 
indep"nd!enl of each olher and of r.2·s smre, while 
rhe Ph. Pt. and 1),,1 for £2 tS of the 
stateK of 1,1 and fu~t 

Com~'an,d wilh f.l and 1.:1. 1.2 h"s more constraims because 
{,,2 has more link it If L, J antI/or L:j cOlllilmlillly 
transmil 1.2 will keep as It senses Ihe channel 

for 1110'\t of time. In this case, L2 wiH starve while L 1 
and L3 nchiC've 

Based on the above the probabilily lhatthe channel 
h. sensed /lI, is proportionnl to thf~ number of the link!;> in 
lis conflict set whHe the that a transmis~jon OCellI'S 

on a given link PI lS proportional to the number of links in 
its set. As an L2 has [\\/0 conflict links 
and the 1" of [2 is grearer Ihall Ihat of [. I and L;~ that have 
One conflict link each, Also. the transmission }it 
of L 1 and 1,;5 Ofe greater th:1n 1.2 due to the dinerenct'! of 
indep"nd!ent set between them, Therefore. we that 
goodpul is to the number uf the Hnks in the 
indeplmd!ent sel of a link. 

In a network. the main reason for unfairness octwt:t:n 
horde I' links and middle linKS is tltat me border link' and 
the middle links sense tile channel state di!fellomly due 1<) 
lhflereut l>t:'ls and COfifhct set::;" 
dim:rel11 cardrfluHties of sets and t:onnicl sets 

dirren:nt'Values and Pt. The border links have more 
nUfubcr of link:\' in thdf set than the links between 
ncmJcrs ana lhey atc likely tQ h""(!n:-;>rnil J1tOrt:' The 
tl"<tnsmission attempt of links in tbe middle ha'e 10 eoutend 
wi1h ~he border hnks and are more to back 011' unh! 
the channel is released the border links, Therefore, this 
asy'mtnet,dc back oft leads 10 unrair of charmcl among 
the links in \VMNs and some middle links may starve. 

c 
hi t111" f.CCtlOfl, Wi: a fi!'::'! ()f'ili:!' :1prroxim~)tion 

for goodput di::iirlbuli"m in a W~t::'\l ba;"ed un the 
cartiinaiilies of sel)' and t'unHict st:ls 
in a scenario Wtth border effecL 1VVe make three observations 
which form the for the distribution mode]: 

(i) the border effecl caltses starvation if a 
of two border links, 

link is wilhin 

a link wiH nm starVe if tt IS 
hordN link. 

within the of one 

a non-slarvirlg link sharc~ the ehanftl::] prnpor-
li",,,alll, with links 10 its conflict :-.c1. 

The sum of of a link tmd all c011fti,etir'g links 
will be L With these ob,ser'vutiions, we derive a closed fOlm 
eXI)rc'"icm for normalised distnblilion as '''In. 

Dellnltlon 6. Goodpur; II" a tillk i 
is as the rOlia benveen go,rtdJ?UI alld miuimum net 



< and 
otherwise 

< 

Wilen,,,), j)'rs is thti carrier w.mw 

between (] link and lhe 
belln;€ll i1 Unk and the 

is the db.;tatlce 
is the dlstaw:e 

denotes the 
number links in {1 

The first plltt of oqn. is dcrived from tilo lir&! observa.ion 
thut the border ~ne{:t cuuses ~rurvation. \"hUe rbe s~cond purt 
of this follows from the second .and third observ.a
tirms. 

The ill <'In. can be further refined wilen a llon· 
"",,,ir,e link ,h'I"" the channcl with neighl)(lun'ill.g 
rinks, This refinement arises from two distinct situfltiorut The 
fj!,;;, ,iUl.!inn is Ihal Ihe links of a link "rc 
within each other's For aU tinks of 
L l are within each other's tIl ], )n this Clise, the sum 
of Hnk i and all links will 

L Second situation IS that the 
a link are not all within eacil other', 

eXlllDl?le, l:l's contH{~r set is {I ~ hut l, 1 and /..:1 
are out of e<tt:h other~s UnHk\.': the preoyi,.", 
01 goodput 01 L2 amI ilS links Dl 
exceed their total Le. 1 

To address the two disdnct situations, wc 
t.imistlc nod estirn.ale of the 
tinki. Fo.' the estimate of goodput for a 
tink, we rostrict Ihe "pper bound of the achievable gooulPut 
sueil .hat = LEven .hc total 

links 
may exceed 1. we .as.sume that the upper hound is 1 .and use 
eqfL to calcuiate the We thi:;, as. 
the jreSS'lmisl'ic gO'OdPll!. 

Dellllitloll 7. l'essimistic Gorxlput 'II" pc;""",,i"lic 
gO(.t/PI·1t is as the ratio hetween [!,,,odl,,,t 
net /Jt1lui'rFfdth, 10 =1. 

(4) 

is tlte mfmiJt'T links in a 

In terms of the estimate of the we use 
the conmct ~et of the border link for aU other lioks in cqn. 
I. is because the berder link attain, tire and 
has the fewest number of links in its conflict set This estimate 
is the optimistic g,~)dp,"t. 

Delillilloll 8. Optimistic 
80,odl'''' is A."'M~'ri 
balulh'idth. 

: The oplimi,lIic 

=1. 

."hen? is IJll! Si'! of the bordi'r link 11 clost! It) 

the fink i tmd is the fHfmber in anti 
is the number links: in a 

f), Ihe model 

"'ow. we demonstrate the utihty of our model with an 
example in a !(JOO x 200 shown in 3, 
It is a Hnear, and 
\Ve sei the network '11',(; J:., ) 000 m and H y " is 700 !¥L The 
,ransmincHeeeiver of all links is 200m. Tile inler-
link interval rf is. I flO IlL tNt:: calculate the set and 
conflict set of aH link::. ba::.ed on the information and 

(see Table. The network 1C for this scenario is 
t" .. ,nl, 

Fig ... ~. II link; in a lJlk'tlr. uuirurm ;m,J s.ymmetric .. ccnarln 

TABLE It 
l;;[)Ll'E"'DEXT AXfJ CO"'fUCT SETS or lNf)IVff)[JAL LINKS 

l..ink i 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
S 

" 10 
11 

u) the results tabulated in Table II. links 4 to R are 
within the of Imth borders and have no illdep<:lldent 
links. We pt'ediet that link 4 to 8 will starve and the goodput 
is zero. For tbe links. we the to 
each 11nk based on ddinition of L;rs 
indep"ndient set has one link l.11 s" we 
as L same for 1.2 with 2. and L1 with 

eqn, (4) and "'In, (51. we calcnlnte tile pe'iSin,islic 
optimi:st!c for tbis in Table III. 

IV, V·\UDATIOK THROt!G ft Sf Mt!LATION 

[f! I,hh, :;I.;Cl10n, we validate our g"'''lpnt 
.h""IH,h ~tlHultlljun~ in QualJlC'l 5.2. \\!e lhe :'llHulrHion 
based on the til Section HI: \\ie an 
nodes \\iith identical parameters and choose constant bit rute 
(CaRl as the applicatioll with saturated traffic Table IV): 
(it) all node::: are with one t"Jdio interface and tbe 
sante channeL Mesh node i.s based 011 a linear 
uniCmm and syrnmc,ric \(}p{).lo~:y (sec 3): we ell"""" 



TABLBm 
GOODPUT ESTIMATION OF INDIVIDUAL LINKS 

Link i IS(i) X(i) Gp(i) Go (i) 

1 {9,1O,1l} 3 0.475 0.5 
2 {1O,1l} 2 0.29 0.33 
3 {ll} 1 0.11 0.17 
4 {0} 0 0 0 
5 {0} 0 0 0 
6 {0} 0 0 0 
7 {0} 0 0 0 
8 {0} 0 0 0 
9 {I} 1 0.11 0.17 
10 {1,2} 2 0.29 0.33 
11 {1,2,3} 3 0.475 0.5 

TABLBN 
SIMULATION CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

Parameter Name Value 

Tnmsm'ssion Power 15dBm 
ReceIver S .... tlvlty -94dBm 
Path Loos Model Two-Ray 
Shadowing & FadiDg None 
lIDutiDg Static Routing 
MAC CSMAlCA 
Physka1 Layer IEEE 802.11 b 
Data Rate 2Mbps 
Packet Size 1500Bytcs 
Interpacket Interval IOms 

transmitter-receiver separation as 200 m to guarantee collision
free transmissions (based on the findings from [29]) whereby 
it was found that carrier sensing mechanism can protect packet 
transmission against collision when the transmitter-receiver 
separation is less than 0.56 x Dr,!= (Dr,!= denotes maximum 
transmission range). 

The theoretical Dr,!"" in this simulation is approximately 
427 m. This value is calculated by Qua!Net's radio range 
utility with the simulation scenario as input. Moreover, in 
this paper, physical carrier sensing range Re. is defined by 
a triplet consisting of (i) the minimum receiver sensitivity 
of -94 dBm, (ti) maximum transmission power of 15 dBm 
(based on Alcatel Lucent WaveLAN card), and (iii) the two
my propagation model, which yields a distance of 700 m. 

We validate the accuracy of the model in three typical linear 
topologies, viz., linear unifonn symmetric topology, linear 
asymmetric topology, and linear non-uniform topology. We 
show that the mean goodput from simulations fall between 
the Go(i) and Gp(i) from our model. If so, our goodput 
model provides an accurate prediction for goodput distribution. 
The results shown for the avemge goodput are calculated from 
100 randomly seeded simulation runs. All averages shown are 
reported with confidence interval of 95% given by the range 
of [0.03,3.1] kbps under the assumption that the averages are 
normally distributed. 

A. Simulation Results for Linear Uniform and Symmetric 
Topology 

In this section, we use linear uniform and symmetric topol
ogy where the inter-link distance is constant for all links (see 

Fig. 3). We design simulations to validate our goodput model 
under two conditions: (i) constant distance between two border 
links D and Re., varied node density; and (ii) constant node 
density and Re" varied D. For the first condition, we change 
the unifonn topology by changing d. In second condition, we 
scale the network size by increasing D. Under both conditions, 
we compare the simulation results and analytical results to 
evaluate the accuracy of the goodput model. 

• Analytical vs. Simulation with fixed border distance D 
and Reo. varied node density 

The simulations in this scenario choose fixed border 
distance (1000 m) and Re. (700 m). Fig. 4 to Fig. 6 
demonstrate the simulation results of normalised goodput 
of each individual link with three different node density 
50 m, 100 rn, and 200 rn, respectively. In each figure, the 
X -axis represents the link index (refer to Fig. 3 while the 
Y-axis represent normalised goodput from simulations , 
Go(i) and Gp(i). From three figures, we find that the 
simulation results fall between Go(i) and Gp(i). These 
results show that our analytical model is suitable for 
predicting goodput distribution and identifying starvation 
with different node densities. 
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• Analytical vs. Simulation with fixed node density and 
Re., varied border distance D 
In this simulation scenario, we choose fixed node density 
of 100 m and Re. (700 m) and change D from 800 m 
to 1400 m. Fig. 7 to Fig. 12 illustrate the comparison 
between simulation results and analytical results from 
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link 1 to link 6 (refer to Fig. 3). In each figure, the X
axis represents the border distance while the Y-axis is as 
same as the figures in above section. Since the topology in 
Fig. 3 is symmettic, we do not list the simulation results 
from L 7 to L11 because they are as same as L1 to L6. 
Fig. 7 shows that the goodput of border link L1 resembles 
a negative exponential with respect to border distance D. 
The goodput trends of L2 to L6 are close to a typical 
"CSMA" curve (e.g. Chapter 4 of [30]). All simulation 
results are within the analytical pessintistic and optintistic 
values. It shows that goodput disttibution is accurately 
predicted as a function of border distance. 

B. Simulation Results For Linear Non-Uniform and Symmet
ric Topology 

In this simulation scenatio, we change the linear uniform 
and symmetric topology Fig. 3 to a linear non-uniform and 
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symmettic topology by removing some links. The topology is 
still symmettic but d is not constant for all links. For example, 
we remove L3 and L9 (see Fig. 13). The results in Fig. 14 and 
Fig. 15 show the mean goodputs still fall between Go(i) and 
Gp(i). It demonstrates that the analytical model is suitable 
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and SOUle 

for pn,di(;tio,g g(X)OP'Jt distribution ano 'df,»".rv'". starvation other. 
order dC.PC1Jd"nc:ks do not cancd oUi tach 

in linear non-uniform and sYlnnJelrlc IOllUl,ug" 

C Simu/alion H«'Iulr.)' "or l.i1ti?t1r Nmt-VniJ{)J<m and Al.¥lII/Iler

ric U)I'o/"Jgy 

The linear uniform aod syrl1m,etrie tclpology in 3 Is 
mudifiL"fl to <3 linear l1on-unifunn anu "s'lmm"lri, t11l",logy, 
The is and inier"link: distance is nui 
constant trw cartier scenario in :3 result:. fTt 16 ir 
HoteL:} is removed. The f€suh of this scenario in 17 and 

18 silo\-¥ OUr ufullytical HHwel Cali identify the 
,ta"vir,. links, However, the mean value from simo-
[atlon resull~ is; not between the an,"lylle,", pessllnisti.e 
and op':tlTlJst,e c:'p',eU!lilJU 'Values. The maximum difference 
between :-.irmdathm result and rt!:-.uli is wuuml 4% 
at 10 in 17, in may 
be caused by the assumed proportional contributed by 
individual links, The reason for tbe inaccnl"ll<:Y in our analytical 
model is the presence of order IS due 
to link asymmetry, \Vhen the is lhe 
inllucnce Hoks on a link may not identical 

D. Discllssion 

Based on the cnm'l:Jr;'D'" between simufation results and 
our goodlPlII model identifies the 

slal'Vir,o links and aO accurate estimation for gooolput 
di<;lributlon in linear IO[,ull"gich, In the linear non-uni t'lmll 

am,lytical model the 
pUl dislribUtion wilh error ,tlfllC sim-
ulation results are mlt of the range of "n"lvtic.1 pre{lic't;o'ns, 

and The fnodel can be impn.)ved 
.1I0c.lion of the links in the coolliet set of a 

Hnk. 

~ 9 shmvs an of how to our modd for 
network The map show~ a me~h netwm k 
from Kelburn campus or Victoria of to 
the Te Am campus wIth five access Ghuznee 
street, Oiven the location of ~lesc ""ces' poinls, our model 
estimates distributIon and identities area 
of starvatlon, For users inten'lel 
thruugh APJ are to attain low white users 



'Ipt 

1 

Fig. Jl:et {i()(){iput ulc;trihul10n tn(wicl used in nehV(trk planning 

the Internet AP2 or llPI are eXlpected to 
attaln 

V, CONCt)JSJON 

In thi,", puper, Wt: 

using IEiEiEi 802.1 I 
the goodput distribution of {i WlviN 

WLANs We derive u 
good put mudd ba .. ed On the independent set of a iinK, 
The set is delermined by the border distance. 
floue Interferer and c:irrier range, 
Simu]adons. with linear show that our 
ruodel identifies the Hnks and provides an 
accurate estimate of goodput distribution whh errors no more 
thal1 5%. 
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